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Abstract: The Known importance of renewable energy in the discussion of a reliable and sustainable energy future, it is
imperative to understand its main determinants and hindering factors and to draw result implications for energy policy and to
overcome the challenges. This Research surveys about the determinants and challenges of the use of Renewable Energy, with
Special Reference to, Benishangul Gumuz Regional State selected zonal Woredas (Assosa Zone and Metekel Zone). Using
HOMER SOFTWARE and the EXCEL spread sheet, for a period covering 2008-2016, the results suggest that the community
under study mainly relay on the Energy source of hydropower covers mostly 58.59% of the total energy consumption of the
inhabitants. Also the finding indicates the inhabitants mostly relay on gas oils for energy sources with the percentage of 20%, for
modified biomass 17.56% and for solar energy dependence only 3.8% which is the least amount. From the finding the relative
price where the most determinant factor and also the community where sparely distributed which hinders the distribution of
renewable Energy with the required speed. This article does not shows the region potential for developing renewable energy such
as wind, biomass, solar and hydropower, dispersed throughout the Region, this potential has not been explored.
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1. Introduction
Renewable energy, often referred to as clean energy, comes
from natural sources or processes that are constantly
replenished. For example, sunlight or wind keep shining and
blowing, even if their availability depends on time and
weather. While renewable energy is often thought of as a new
technology, harnessing nature’s power has long been used for
heating, transportation, lighting, and more [1], [2]. Wind has
powered boats to sail the seas and windmills to grind grain
[3]. The sun has provided warmth during the day and helped
kindle fires to last into the evening. But over the past 500
years or so, humans increasingly turned to cheaper, dirtier
energy sources such as coal and gas [3], [4].
Renewable energies are sources of clean, inexhaustible and
increasingly competitive energy. They differ from fossil fuels
principally in their diversity, abundance and potential for use
anywhere on the planet, but above all in that they produce

neither greenhouse gases which cause climate change nor
polluting emissions. There are many forms of renewable
energy. Most of these renewable energies depend in one way
or another on sunlight [5], [6].
Wind and hydroelectric power are the direct result of
differential heating of the Earth's surface which leads to air
moving about (wind) and precipitation forming as the air is
lifted [7], [8], [9].
Solar energy is the direct conversion of sunlight using
panels or collectors. Biomass energy is stored sunlight
contained in plants [9], [10].
There are a number of challenges that have hindered the
development and full scale harnessing of some of the crucial
energy resources in Benishangul Gumuz Regional State and
all over Ethiopia. The more conventional challenges have to
do with capacity barriers including technical, technological,
economic and institutional weaknesses [10], [11].
The originality of this paper consists in the investigation of,
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challenges and the corresponding determinant factors which
expresses the energy consumption and economic growth
generates on short and long run a causal relationship between
their components, such as the availability of the energy resource,
relative prices and the financial development of the region/the
community has been investigated.

energy source for the region under case study (2008-2016)
were employed, which allowed us to include Benishangul
Gumuz Regional State in the study among the other 9
regions of Ethiopia. Meanwhile Metekel zone and Assosa
Zone selected Woredas are independently identified. In
addition, using indicators such as: energy intensity, energy
productivity, energy dependence, and resource productivity,
allowed the energy performance measuring in the economy.
The common period of data availability is 2008–2016.

2. Results and Discussions
The latest datasets available on the Ethiopian renewable

Table 1. Average energy intensity and energy consumption per inhabitant [11]
Zone
Metekel

Assosa

Energy intensity

Total energy consumption per inhabitants Kwh/day hhousepopinhabitant

Bullen

12.5

0.12

Wombera Debate

15.6

0.5

Debate

13

0.12

Assosa

18

0.8

Bambasi

16

0.61

Sherkole

12.2

0.1

3. Estimation of Household Electricity
Demand
Estimation of the load is simply calculating the most
probable demand of electricity load for the case study under
investigation. As a result the daily energy demand of the case
study, the peak hours of the required energy consumption for
the analysis and estimation of the total daily energy demand
of the households [12]. This scenario investigates depending
on the secondary data source of NSMA and data from
regional perspective.

In order to roughly estimate the total daily total energy
demand one sample kebele where randomly selected and all
the energy would be summed up. Table 2 shows the energy
demand of each institution and the number that those
institutions are found in the village. As it is clearly seen in
the table, the large amount of the energy is allocated to the
residents’ purpose.
In actual case the load of the energy demand of the
selected kebele is not real; instead it would be calculated by
HOMER by considering the entire peak hour factor.
Therefore the amount given here is used for rough estimation
and for checking the deviation of the final value.

Table 2. Rough Estimation of Total Daily Average Energy Demand of Selected kebele.
Name of institutes need energy

No of institutes

Energy demand (kWh/d)

Total energy demand (kWh/d)

House holds

1253

10.2kW

12780.6

Shops, Cafeterias, Barbers

27

Given as total

253

Government offices

4

15

60

Milling houses

14

21.2

296.8

Hospital, Clinics and Veterinary centers

3

48, 21 and 15

30

Schools

3

98

110

Total

According to the literature review [5, 8, 12], there are
many recent contributions addressing various connections of
the energy sector. Most of these researches are in the field of
the economic growth and energy taxation issues throughout
the country which has to be extended to regional level, trying
to assess the limits of energy taxation as a factor positively
correlated with development, and, more specifically, to
sustainable development, as the mankind aggression towards
the planetary environment represents an incontestable reality.
The first studies in this field were conducted from a local
perspective, focused on a comparison between the results of

13584.4

variables and data series stated on Table 2. As the above table
2 shows that the Average energy intensity and energy
consumption per inhabitant where relatively larger in Assosa
as compared to the other Woredas existing in the region. As
the result depicted on the above table 2 most of Economywide targets for primary energy sources which has not been
widely practiced. Only 13% of primary energy sources where
used by the inhabitants under case study. With nearly
throughout the hole years targeted the government shows
nearly slower target for renewable energy.
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Figure 1. Primary Energy Source (hydropower Energy/main grid).

The analysis shows only 2.34% increment year to year
where shown for having some form of Renewable energy use
increment within 9 years and also renewable power has
received less attention. But the result on figure 1 states that
the government targets mainly on main grid supplied energy
dissemination which increases with the percentage of 26.4
Kwh of energy within 9 years span. While the analysis shows
the increment of the domain energy source i.e. supply of
energy from main grid to the house holds from year to year.
These may challenge the opportunity to find other source of
energy easily and affordably.
The intensified application of main primary source of
energy was the most dominant source of energy of the
selected site. As depicted on Appendix 1.7 relatively more
grid dependant energy sources are found in which the amount
of net energy extracted from hydropower covers mostly
58.59% of the total energy. Also as stated on Appendix 1.7
the inhabitants mostly relay on gas oils for energy sources
with the percentage of 20%, for modified biomass 17.56%
and for solar energy dependence only 3.8% which is the least
amount. On the other hand, is known to be more appropriate
for rural situations where grid connection is often
problematic due to poor infrastructure and dispersed pattern
of most of the rural settlements. It must also be underscored
that comparison of cost between the grid and stand-alone
systems of electricity supply is totally irrelevant for those
pockets of remote areas that can barely or never be connected
to the grid.
The consumers' willingness to pay for a product is an
appropriate basis for determining on pricing and investment
policies for rural electrification. In extending electrical power
to low income areas where domestic consumers are poor and
the demand of electricity for productive purposes is
inattentive; low levels of demand, low revenues, and high
initial costs are obstacle to investment.
The survey indicates that the key constraint to energy
supply for rural communities is access to the initial capital
needed to buy the equipment to harness the resource. This
forced rural communities to choose energy options that are

cheap on a day-to-day basis, but offer poor quality energy
and are expensive over the longer term. It is obvious that
electricity from the grid is cheaper when compared to, for
instance, that generated by photovoltaic (PV) system or any
other source of modern energy generation systems.

4. Conclusion and Recommendation
4.1. Conclusions
Rural areas in Benishangul Gumuz region are
characterized by either low-density settlement with relatively
large distances between households, or villages with fewer
inhabitants in which the inhabitants are far from the main
national grid with lower access of renewable energy. This has
hindered the use of modern sources of energy as investigated
from the survey. Leaving rural inhabitants, to continue on the
course of the current use pattern of traditional energy
sources, is bound to have highly negative consequences for
the rural economy at large, as well as the environment and
the ecosystem balance. Fortunately, the natural resource base
for the generation of modern sources of energy is plenty.
There are also favorable economic, environmental and
energy policies. From the research it is concluded that the
inhabitants’ energy sources are mostly relay on national grid
energy supply. There are other source of energy (like
modified biomass energy sources, solar energy sources, and
micro hydropower energy sources) which does not given due
attention by the concerned body.
4.2. Recommendations
The following pointes are recommended for further work:
a) It is evident that the stand-alone system is most
appropriate to rural electrification in the dispersed areas
of the settlements in Benishangul Gumuz region.
b) Since the affordability of the price to people living in
rural situations remains the major challenge and
determinant factor to the dissemination of the technology.
c) It is thus recommended that the government, non-
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governmental organizations and the public make
concerted efforts to overcome this challenge by using
more flexible approaches to improve the current
dreadful state of rural electrification in Ethiopia.
d) Further research may be done depending on the wider
coverage of the study area. Since this research mainly
focuses on one reference kebele to investigate the
overall factors associated with other reference Woredas
at large.
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